both the total cross section and the rate of growth of average multiplicity, with identical fr eqUencles and relative amplitudes. For weak oscillation however they are showTi to be 180' out of phase. Relevant experimental information on this fine structure is also dl 8cu 8sed.
A nonleading complex conjugate pair of Regge poles in the vacuum channel at the forward direction is well known to correspond to a damped oscillatory component of the high-energy total cross sections.
Motivated by the multiperipheral nature of high-energy production processes, Chew and Smder' (CS) have recently conjectured the actual existence of such pairs of poles. They verified their assertion by carrying out a model calculation using a simplified version of the multi-Regge equations. Their conjecture enables them to relate possible features of data on total cross sections to the rate of growth of average multiplicity with energy.
%e present here a further consequence of the CS conjecture, which is independent of the detailed dy- 
The locations of poles will depend on the dynamics of the model used. In particular, there may only
This analysis is performed with u, w kept negative. Poles of a, are Lorentz poles, and the leading ones will control the asymptotic behavior of A(s;u, v) . The inversion formula. , with the contour to the right of any singularity of the integrand, is A(s;u, v) = f, ; (dl/2')X' "(X'-1) '~'a, (u, v). a, (u', v 
where ' , with the damping parameter m' in momentum transfer fixed, the increment in lns will have to be large, leading to a large period of oscillation. This is reflected in the / plane by the presence of complex poles with small imaginary parts.
For small p', the situation is simply reversed. In the limit p, -0, no limitation exists on the number of linkages at a finite value of 1ns. No oscillation is thus expected by these multiperipheral considerations. All complex poles will move away from the finite region of the l plane, in agreement with the exact p. ' =0 result. However, we shall exclude this possibility on physical grounds.
Our analysis thus far, together with the work of CS, strongly suggests the existence of complex conjugate poles if a multiperipheral description of high-energy production processes is correct. The exact pole spectrum cannot at this stage be determined, because it is highly model dependent. However, if it is known from other sources such as experiments on total cross sections, meaningful predictions on other experimental observables can be obtained, without having to specify how these poles are gen-crated. One such observable is the single-particle distribution spectrum. ' Another one is the average multiplicity at high energy.
The average multiplicity for high-energy production processes is defined by (n) -=(P nA")/(g A") = N/-A, (7) n=l n=1 where A. " is the n-particle intermediate-state contribution to the forward absorptive part A. The knowledge of the pole spectrum in the E plane yields A, and we shall demonstrate that information can also be extracted for N, and therefore also for (n). We make use of the recursive relation A"=A, .
A"" for arbitrary 1~j (n-1. It then follows thai, upon summing n and j,
To utilize the knowledge of the pole spectrum of A, we perform a partial-wave analysis. Defining partial wave N(l; u, v) by Eq. (2), we find Eq. (8) can be diagonalized2 exactly,
Using a spectral representation for a, (u, v) , ( ) glI; (u, v) ;=0 l-a, . ' (8)
( 10) where Re(Y, "-Rea, , we find that N(l;u, v) contains both double and single poles at n, , i =0, 1, 2,~~~.
Using the inversion formula, Eq. (2), we find that each double pole will lead to an asymptotic behavior of the form c, .s 'lns, where the single poles will lead to d, . s &.
If two of the secondary poles are complex conjugate poles, it follows that the average multiplicity (n) will also have a damped component, with an s ( 0 ' '~d amping and a period 27(/Imn, in lns, n, being the Pomeranchukon.
What is not determined at this stage is the phase of this oscillation relative to that of the total cross section. To obtain this information, we shall make use of our earlier result. As we have mentioned, the large link mass limit may actually represent the real situation very well.
The major advantage of studying the large p, ' limit is the simplification on the u, w dependence of a, (u, v ', m') , and a, (m', m, ') , at a, , as P, .
(1 2), P, "'), and P, .(0'2~, respectively. We again find that N(l, m, ', m, ') has the following l-plane pole structure: 
